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T

he model for the applied decoration on Empire Initials came from classical examples of the laurel wreath that
symbolised (amongst other things) ‘glory and honour’. Emotively this seemed appropriate as the letterforms intention was to
mark the end of informed neoclassical and revivalist ornamentation, and the beginnings
of ostentation and the over-adornment so representative of Victorian eclecticism.
Historically ‘white-out’ decorated fat types were produced within a very short Late Regency
period from the 1820s-40s, of fevered expression within the decorative arts. It was a time
that celebrated the campaign victories of military heroes, and delighted in the art treasure of
antique civilisations. Wealth, collections from the ‘grand tour’, and more importantly good
taste were fervently and extravagantly displayed. England adopted the spirit of French Empire style and although no strictly
Napoleonic devices appeared, the same classical symbolism that reflected the french republics self-acclaimed association with
the Roman Empire - adorned Englands’ grandiose interiors also.
The classical motif of the laurel wreath was selected to decorate the face of the type. A symbol of the
conquering Ceasar, they rather fittingly for a roman typeform, appear bound at the base of the Trajan’s
column as a pulvinated frieze. The circular rosette ornament was much utilised on the funeral stele of
classical Greece, and it would seem an highly appropriate device to here mark - the passing of informed
restraint within ornamentation.
It was never an intension to merely revive the practice of decorating the body of the display letter.
The motifs are deliberately simplified into readily accessible foliate components to retain clarity in
reduction, and to allow for manipulation as individual sprigs and berries to enhance and compliment
each character form. The resultant digitally produced font has nothing of the irregularities of wood
carved or metal founded type - which gives a certain warmth and humanity; but it does retain a vitality
and masculine nobility in true spirit of an exuberant age.
Todays typographers rely upon the drop cap functions of publishing applications;
and the practice of illuminating text with the large decorated initial character has
sadly long passed. Traditional typography would undoubtedly be ‘richer’ with the
return of the large decorated roman initial letter to adorn and elucidate the text.
We are at present limited by few available examples of true merit: Mole Foliated,
Ornata, Augustea and more recently Heofler Initials. New digital fonts of initials
would benefit from subtle rationalisation of the regularity of form, dimensionalisation
and shading - and a simplification of any applied ornamentation. Empire Initials is therefore the first font of em foundry’s Georgian
family of initials inspired by the vernacular and engraved letterforms from a period of excellence within the applied arts.
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